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WHEN YOU FEEL LIKE SOMETHING IS MISSING IN YOUR LIFE, 
YOU TEND TO GO LOOKING FOR ANSWERS OUTSIDE YOURSELF... 

BUT REALLY WHAT’S MISSING IS YOU!

GINA MAIER VINCENT 
a Transformation Expert 
has been stretching women’s personal boundaries since 2003.  She founded 
Blissed-Out, Fit & Feisty, the parent company, in 2017 to help women discover 
their inner beauty. More recently she launched Exquisitely Aligned the 3-step 
strategy she discovered while advocating for her husband’s future and that 
oof their family. Now, her one-on-one work is the destination for the woman 
who is ready to live her finest future: life on her own terms, making her 
bigger impact, and shining unapologetically lighting the way for 
others. She hosts the Exquisitely Aligned podcast and appears 
on shows around the world.

The 3-step proven strategy to get the answers you desire and deserve.
Prioritize your truths. The ones written on your soul, that only you can know.
Embrace your desires. The ones that cause your heart to beat even faster.
Discover your gifts and talents. The ones you didn’t realize you had.

“Exquisitely Aligned is about expressing your truest self outwardly... 
so you become EXACTLY what the world is missing.”

SPEAKINGSPEAKING TOPICS: (can be personally curated for your group)
  When life throws you a curve ball... it’s your invitation to play. Why you sould join the game.
  Why you can never be greater than how you see yourself and how to choose your finest life.
  How the overachiever in you is holding you back. And how to quickly and easily shift this.
  Why you can ditch 90% of self-improvement & still create the transformation you crave.
  The #1 reason most women don’t recognize their gifts. Why & how to change that.
  How to make a powerful first impression in less than 7 seconds.
    Stop chasing your dreams... they’re not running from you.

REVIEWS:
“Your audience will be captivated by her personality & delivery. ” - AM
“Her words of wisdom & encouragement uplift & inspire.” - LB
“Listening to Gina is like a receiving a vitamin B shot.” - ML


